Kenneth Blackwell, Editor; Darlene Booth, Assistant Editor; Diana Kerss, Typesetter, and other editorial staff are to be congratulated and highly commended for their fine work in this journal *Russell*.

J. B. Rudnyckyj

(Dr. Jaroslav Rudnyckyj is the founder and Head of the famous Department of Slavic Studies at the University of Manitoba, Winnipeg. Scholar, traveller, literary critic, and translator, he is the author of over 100 books, numerous articles in learned journals and the founder of *Onomastica*, since 1951, and *Slavistica*, since 1958.


There are two ways to help the frustrated student of Russian in finding the proper materials for his academic work. One way is instruction in Slavic bibliography through regular classes; the other is by means of 'reference aids' to library facilities in the respective field. Both ways are still *in statu nascendi* in Canada. Some pioneering courses in Slavic bibliography have been introduced in Alberta and Toronto, and there have been reference aids produced in Winnipeg and Calgary. Skoric's *Russian Reference Aids* in the University of Toronto Library are a welcome addition to Canadian initiatives in this field.

The book describes, with a laudable bibliographical accuracy, the Russian reference material available in the University Library, one of the best collections in the Slavic field in Canada. The holdings in question are classified under the following main headings: Bibliographies; Russian language aids; Russian literature aids; Comparative literature; Theses; Encyclopedias, handbooks, and directories; Dictionaries; Periodicals; etc. A valuable index of names and titles closes the volume. The transliteration system used in this book is that of the Library of Congress, which uses no diacritical marks; moreover, the accents in French titles are also omitted.

All in all, this bibliography is an excellent contribution to Slavic teaching aids in Canada.

J.B. Rudnyckyj


Depuis 1970, la Bibliothèque nationale du Québec s’est donné pour tâche de compiler la bibliographie rétrospective du Québec de 1764 à nos jours. La bibliographie de M. Pierre Mailloux constitue une étape préliminaire de ce projet d’envergure et un instrument de travail pour le Bureau de la bibliographie rétrospective et pour les chercheurs que la bibliographie rétrospective québécoise intéresse.

L’ouvrage en question vise fondamentalement à identifier les auteurs et